A physically-based model is established to predict the strength of cluster strengthened ultrafine-grained ternary alloys processed by severe plastic deformation. The model incorporates strengthening due to dislocations, grain refinement, co-clusters (due to short range order and modulus strengthening) and solute segregation. The model is applied to predict strengthening in an Al-Cu-Mg alloy processed by high-pressure torsion (HPT). The microstructure was investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atom probe tomography (APT), and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Analysis of XRD line profile broadening shows that the dislocation density increases significantly due to severe plastic deformation, which contributes to the increase of strength. APT reveals the presence of nanoscale coclusters and defect-solute clustering. The concepts of the multiple local interaction energies between solutes and dislocations were used to quantitatively explain the strengthening 2 mechanisms. The model shows a good correspondence with measured microstructure data and measured strength.
Introduction
Ultrafine-gained (UFG) metallic materials produced by severe plastic deformation (SPD) have garnered an intense scientific interest because strengths of these materials are significantly increased without significant changes in overall sample dimension and alloy composition [1] . The research has revealed that the hardness increase in metals due to SPD is strongly material-dependent; the hardness increase in pure Al is very low (~15 HV for high purity Al, [2] ), while those in Al alloys are higher (i.e. ~30 HV to ~120 HV [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ). For engineering applications UFG alloys are more attractive than the pure metals because of their higher microstructural stability [8] [9] [10] , better mechanical properties and their wider range of properties. To exploit the benefits of UFG alloys processed by SPD, it is crucial to understand the mechanisms of multiple hardening and the formation of solute-defect nanostructures during SPD processing.
Dislocation hardening models developed by Ashby [11] , Hansen et al [12] , Estrin et al [13, 14] and Starink et al [15, 16] , describe deformation from low strain to ultra-high strain. Initially a very high dislocation density is introduced, which in many metals and alloys leads to the formation of an intragranular structure consisting of cells with thick cell walls and low angles of misorientation. As the strain increases, the cell wall thickness decreases and they evolve into grain boundaries (which are high-angle non-equilibrium and construct ultrafine grains [17] ). However, apart from the partly empirical analysis by Starink and co-workers [15, 16] , the multiple strengthening by dissolved atoms in UFG alloys has been rarely studied.
On the other hand, during the past 15 years a number of studies on conventionally processed heat-treatable ternary Al alloys (i.e. particularly in Al-Cu-Mg alloys [18] [19] [20] [21] and Al-Mg-Si alloys [22] [23] [24] ) have revealed the existence of nanoscale co-clusters which can be as small as ~0.3 nm. It has been shown that in several underaged alloys these co-clusters are the dominant strengthening factor, with short range order strengthening being the dominant strengthening mechanism [20, 24] . Solute behaviours in ultrafine-grained/nanograined Al alloys after SPD processing have been studied with the aid of atom probe tomography in a number of alloys [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . These investigations have shown that pre-existing precipitates can be fragmented and partially dissolved (i.e. in Al-Cu [30] [31] [32] [33] , Al-Cu-Mg [34] ), whilst solute atoms can be redistributed and segregated to grain boundaries/dislocations (e.g. in AA7075
(Al-Zn-Mg-Cu) [25] , AA6060 [26] , AA6061 [27] , AA7136 [28] ). Studies of equilibrium grain boundary segregation on nanograined materials indicate that solute segregation reduces the grain boundary energy and stabilizes of crystalline defects [35, 36] . Although the general trend of segregation of solutes to grain boundaries and dislocations segregation has been predicted in thermodynamic models [8, [37] [38] [39] , the calculations have not been used to predict material mechanical properties. Our study provides an analysis aimed at understanding the effect of solute segregation to grain/subgrain boundaries (dislocation walls) and dislocations on strengthening, in particular for the ultrafine-grained microstructures processed by HPT.
The present research was conducted on Al-Cu-Mg discs processed by HPT at room temperature. The samples were investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atom probe tomography (APT), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) line broadening analysis. The main aim of the present work is to derive a model to predict strength increase in the SPD processing, in particular, the effect of solute co-clusters and solute-defect clusters. The new model will employ some of the concepts from the models and papers reviewed above, and will be tested against the microstructure data.
A physically based model

General model structure
The yield strength of a polycrystalline metal is related to the critically resolved shear stress (CRSS) of the grains and the grain boundary strengthening, with an expression of the type (e.g. [16, [40] [41] [42] ):
Δσ gb is the yield strength increment due to the grain boundaries; M is an orientation factor (often termed the Taylor factor), which is related to texture and the orientation of the tensile axis relative the main axes of the worked specimen [40, 41] ; Δτ tot is the CRSS of the grains.
We will consider the various strengthening mechanisms in the below.
Critically resolved shear stress of the grains
Within a grain in a ternary (or higher order) alloy that has been work-hardened, Δτ tot is determined by a range of mechanisms and nanoscale features. Within these grains, the resistance against deformation (i.e. resistance against the movement of dislocations) is due to the interaction of the moving dislocations with obstacles in the form of other dislocations (primarily those introduced by the prior work hardening), various types of clusters, precipitates and solute atoms. If we consider a ternary heat treatable aluminium alloy (for instance an Al-Mg-Cu alloy), atoms of type A (for instance Mg) and type B (for instance Cu) dissolve in a lattice of host metal M (the fcc Al-rich phase) after solution heat treatment, and on low temperature ageing some (or most) of the solutes can form clusters. Fig. 1(a) illustrates how a dislocation moving on a slip plane encounters co-clusters, including a 2-atom co-cluster and 4-atom co-clusters intersecting the slip plane (see also [20, 24, 43] ). Fig.   1 (b) illustrates this from a different orientation (looking down onto a slip plane), now with also a small number of stationary dislocations present (resulting from a small amount of prior deformation). This shows the moving dislocation will pass through the co-clusters and dislocations. On passing of one dislocation through the A-B co-cluster, the A-B bonds will be destroyed and some will be retained [20] . After SPD processing, a large number of dislocations are stored in the grain, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) .
In the present model five contributions to CRSS of grains will be considered: the intrinsic 
The intrinsic strength of pure Al (Δτ 0 ) is very low, and to account for the small contributions of Mn, Fe and Si impurities, here 10 MPa is taken for Δτ 0 [40, 41] .
The increment of CRSS is due to both statistically stored dislocations (SSDs) and geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) and is given by [15, 45] .
where 1  is an empirical constant ranging from 0.2-0.5 [46] , in aluminium alloys this value is usually taken as 0.3 [16] , which is applied in the present model. G is the shear modulus (taken as 26 GPa), b is the Burgers vector.
The increment in CRSS due to solid solution strengthening Δτ ss is described by [40, 47] 
where k j are the factors describing the strengthening due to the individual elements and c j are the concentrations of the alloying elements in solid solution and n is a constant (see Ref [47] [48] [49] ). We will here adopt n=1 as used in [24] . In the present alloys in the naturally aged and SPD processed conditions, solid solution strengthening has a relatively small contribution to the overall strength (typically 0.5 to 1%) [20] [24].
The co-cluster strengthening is taken to be due to short range order strengthening and modulus hardening where the former is the dominant effect in typical Al alloys [20, 24] . The work done in deforming the lattice through movement of dislocations hampered by coclusters equals the change in energy related to short range order per unit area on slip planes in Al matrix [20, 50] , i.e.:
where γ SRO is the change in energy per unit area on slip planes on the passing of one dislocation. Ref. [20] provides a detailed calculation on the change in area density of A-B nearest neighbour bonds crossing the slip plane on passing of one dislocation, which is simplified as
where ρ A-B (n d =0) and ρ A-B (n d =1) are the area density of A-B nearest neighbour bonds crossing the slip plane {111} before and after passage of one dislocation; y A and y B are the amount of A and B atoms in the co-clusters, respectively. Although further dislocation movement will cause further changes in density of clusters, the first dislocation experiences the greatest resistance due to clusters [20, 24] . Hence, the short range order strengthening due to co-clusters can be approximated as [20] :
where ΔH A-B is the enthalpy of the nearest neighbour bond. (For more detailed descript of the derivation of the latter equation the reader is referred to [20] .) Clusters possess an elastic modulus that is different to the matrix which will result in an additional strengthening mechanism. This modulus strengthening mechanism is difficult to deal with in theory but simplified treatment has been developed in a range of works [20, 24, 51] . The CRSS due to difference in shear modulus is approximated as
where f is the volume fraction of the clusters, Δμ is the difference in shear modulus between surrounding metallic phase and clusters, with the average cluster (M m A a B b ) modulus, μ cl , expressed as a weighted average of the pure substances in Eq. (9) [20] . The cluster average modulus is 29.6 GPa (using μ Al =26.2 GPa, μ Cu =48.3 GPa, μ Mg =17.3 GPa from [52] , with compositions given in the same reference), providing Δμ = 3.4 GPa.
Strengthening due to grain refinement
In recent works [53, 54] , a power-law dependence of yield or flow stress on grain size was expressed as follows
where d is the grain size, σ o and k HP are material constant, the exponents are reported to be in the range from 0 to1 for different classes of materials [53, 54] . Analysis of data for a number of metals and alloys has revealed that the typical values of exponent x range from 0.6 to 1 for fcc metals, whilst they are around 0.5 or less for bcc metals, and 0.2 or even zero for ceramics [55] . To date, there is no theory fully explaining such experimental exponents. Taylor forest hardening [56] gives x=1/2, which has been applied by a large number of strengthening behaviours in coarse-grained metals in the traditional Hall-Petch relation [57] . On the other hand, theory based on the fundamental physics of yield and plastic deformation by dislocations [58, 59] implies a exponent of 1, which provides
where the value of k is correlated to intrinsic materials factors [11, 15, 16] , in general proportional to shear module and Burgers vector, Gb. Hence:
where α 2 is a constant, d is the grain size.
Hardness/ strength ratio of deformed Al alloys
The relation between Vickers hardness and strength (yield strength or flow stress) can often be approximated through [60] :
where C is a constant, which is usually taken as ~3, see e.g. [16, 42, 61, 62] . In particular the flow stress at plastic strain of 8% has been associated with C=3. In SPD processed metals and alloys that strengthen as a result of SPD, the work-hardening ability of materials decreases strongly with increasing deformation, and the yield strength σ y is approximately equal to σ UTS [62] . In our assessment of the strengthening model we can thus take yield strengths from Vickers hardness test as σ y = HV/ 3, where the unit HV is MPa. But we should take into account that prior to SPD our Al-Cu-Mg alloy does have a strong work hardening, and HV T351 /3 is 467 MPa, which substantially exceeds the σ y of the alloy. Thus for very low deformations the above approximation will have a reduced accuracy.
It is noted that for the indentation depth obtained with the load used in the present work, the indention size effect is too small to influence the measurements in a significant manner [63] .
Methodology
AA2024-T351 (Al-2.1Cu-1.8Mg-0.08Si at.% with limited Mn and Fe) samples were processed by high pressure torsion (HPT) at room temperature. Prior to HPT, the samples were cut to discs 9.8 mm in diameter and mechanically ground and polished to a thickness of 0.83 to 0.85 mm. The HPT processing was conducted on a facility with two anvils with a depression of 0.25 mm each in depth and 10 mm in diameter. The samples were held in the depression. The volume of a whole disk is larger than the total volume of depression in both anvils, so there is at least some limited outward flow between the upper and lower anvils [1] ,
i.e. it is quasi-constrained. In order to reduce the friction between the upper and lower anvil, a lubricant of MoS 2 was placed around the edges of both depressions. The samples were pressed at a pressure of 6GPa and torsion-strained at a rotation speed of 1 rotation per minute. Following HPT the samples were stored at room temperature (RT) for several weeks.
Following HPT, the disks were carefully ground up to 4000-grit SiC paper and polished to a mirror-like surface with a 0.05 μm colloidal silica suspension and 0.1 μm diamond paste. The Vickers microhardness, Hv, was measured at 9 positions distributed at equal distances across lines through the centre, using a load of 500 g held for 15 s. The value of each distance from the centre was taken as the average value of 6 lines at positions with a same distance to the centre.
Samples for XRD were punched from HPT processed discs. XRD was performed on the peripheral rings (2.5 mm<r<5mm, where r is the distance to the centre). Subsequently, they are carefully ground up to 4000SiC paper and carefully two-step polished using 6 μm and 1 μm paste. XRD was conducted using Bruker D2 PHASER diffractometer equipped with a graphite monochromator using Cu Kα radiation. The experiments were performed at 50 steps per degree and a count time of 1s per step. In this experiment, the step size was chosen to satisfy the condition full width at half maximum (FWHM)/step size larger than 5 [64] .
Transmission electron microscopy was conducted on 1/4r-HPT, 1r-HPT and 5r-HPT processed samples. The HPT processed discs were ground to a thickness of ~150 μm and subsequently TEM samples of 3 mm in diameter were punched out from the periphery (see Fig. 2 ). Subsequently, the samples were thinned in the centre using twin-jet electropolishing with an electrolyte solution of HNO 3 : methanol=1:3 at -30 °C, and thus the electron transparent region was situated at about 3.5 mm from the centre of the original HPT disc.
TEM samples were examined using a JEOL3010 microscope which was operated at 300 kV.
Three-dimensional atom probe was carried out under an ultrahigh vacuum (∼1 × 10 −8 Pa) at ∼20 K, using a local electrode atom probe (LEAP4000X Si®). UV laser pulsing energy was 40 pJ at the pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz [65] . The detection efficiency of this instrument is about 55%. Reconstruction and visualization of atom probe tomography data was performed using the Imago Visualization and Analysis Software (IVAS TM ). In our Al-MgCu alloy, Mg, Cu and Si atoms were identified as clustered/segregated if they had a separation distance of <0.6 nm. To detect small solute clusters, the smallest solute clusters taken into account were nominated to contain at least 2 solute atoms [66] .
Results
Hardness of HPT-processed Al-Cu-Mg alloy
Due to the geometry of the HPT [1] , strain is inhomogeneous and the equivalent (von Mises) strain increases with the distance to the centre, reaching the maximum value at the edge regions. Fig. 3 
X-ray diffraction analysis
The X-ray diffraction patterns of the alloy deformed by HPT straining for ¼, 1, 3, 5 and 16 rotations are shown in Fig. 4 . In each pattern, the main peaks are due to the fcc Al-rich phase.
Compared to the pattern of the sample prior to HPT, the profiles of HPT-deformed samples have broadened. It is known that small grain size and internal microstrains are the two main sources contributing to X-ray line broadening [67] , and the dislocation density ρ in peripheral ring areas can be calculated from the lattice microstrain, <ε 2 > 1/2 [4, 68] by:
where D c is the average crystallite size (related to coherently scattering domains), which was measured using Rietveld refinement method and calculated using materials analysis diffraction (Maud) software; the dislocation density ρ should be regarded as an average value over the volume studied. The uncertainties of the XRD quantitative calcuation have ben considered by the deviation between experiment data and refinement data.
We applied the Rietveld refinement method, in which all of the data points of a pattern were fitted to structure models, taking into account adjustable parameters of samples and instrumental effects, using the materials analysis diffraction (Maud) software [70] [71] [72] . The Xray diffraction profiles of HPT samples were described by the pseudo-Voigt function [73] to fit the experimental data. The Pseudo-Voigt function takes the form:
where L(2θ-2θ 1 ) and G(2θ-2θ 1 ) represent suitably normalised Lorentz and Gaussian functions, and η (the " Lorentz fraction") and (1-η) represent the fractions of each used [64] . The fitting to the measured XRD pattern is performed by a least-square calculation. The instrumental broadening and asymmetry as well as Gaussianity of reflections were evaluated using 
TEM
TEM micrographs obtained at positions at ~4 mm from the centre of disks after ¼r-HPT, 1r-HPT and 5r-HPT processing are shown in Fig. 7 (a)-(c) , respectively. The average grain sizes were measured using the modified line intercept method described in [15] . The average line intercept grain sizes are 177 25 nm, 145 25 nm and 157 30 nm, respectively, after ¼r-HPT, 1r-HPT and 5r-HPT processing. There is very little difference in grain sizes in the outer regions of both disks. High dislocation densities within some of the ultrafine grains were observed in a 5r-HPT sample (Fig. 7 (c) ). [26, 28] ). The nearest-neighbour analysis in Fig. 9 (e) and (f) confirmed that Cu Table 1 ).
APT
The overall number density of solute clusters increased slightly as the number of rotations increased. The average Mg/Cu ratio in clusters was around 1 after 1/4r-HPT, and it increased slightly to 1.15 after 5r-HPT processing.
Modelling results and further refinement of model
We applied the model described in Section 2 to predict the yield strengths of the samples, using the microstructure data in the Section 4 combined with data of constants and parameters available in the literature. The model parameters are provided in Table 2 . In the model, we used the grain sizes determined by TEM, which for HPT samples were on average [20] shows that that for the present Al-2.1Cu-1.8Mg-0.08Si at.% alloy, at the present low temperature ageing of the samples before and after HPT (all at room temperature), the Mg dissolved in the Al-rich phase (i.e. not forming clusters) is 3x10 -3 at%, (which is virtually negligible) and its Cu content is 0.3 at%. The latter contributes to solid solution strengthening through Δτ ss (Eq. (4)). The effective volume of the clusters as used in the modulus hardening is calculated using the approach described in [20] .
The results of the model predictions are presented in Fig. 11 The model in Section 2 effectively assumes that solute atoms and dislocations produce separate and distinct strengthening effects (see Fig. 1 (b) and 1 (c) ). However, atomic probe analysis of samples subjected to 1/4r-HPT (Fig. 8 ) and 5r-HPT (Fig. 9) indicates solute clusters segregated to dislocations and grain boundaries, which can provide an additional strengthening mechanism. These dislocation-solute interactions can reduce the Gibbs free energy of the defect through decreasing the enthalpy associated with it see e.g. [37] , producing a more stable state (see schematic illustration in Fig. 10 ). These dislocation-solute complexes will form a stronger barrier to movement of dislocations, through a mechanism that is similar to the cluster strengthening by short range order: when a dislocation passes through these solute-dislocation obstacles, it causes a higher enthalpy change. We may represent this here by modifying Eq. (7) as follows:
where ΔH A-B-dis is the average enthalpy of the various types of A-B-dislocation clusters: Apparently, for these low deformations, the amount of dislocations present after HPT and the amount of dislocation movement during HPT is too low to allow the formation of significant cluster-dislocation complexes. Most of the Cu and Mg in the 1/4r-HPT sample then present in Cu-Mg clusters that are not related to HPT dislocations. In that sense the 1/4r-HPT sample is similar to the 2024-T351 sample.
Discussion
The model of cluster strengthening in the absence of clustering on defects which forms the basis of Section 2 provides an explanation for a range of observations in ternary and higher order alloys. For example, the strength of conventionally processed, coarse-grained, underaged Al-Cu-Mg and Al-Mg-Si alloys were accurately presented by a model in which cluster strengthening is the dominant strengthening mechanism [20, 24] . However, the model cannot fully explain the strengthening in the present SPD-processed Al alloys, and, as shown in the Section 5 a modification taking into account the changed enthalpy related to clusterdefect interaction is required to provide an accurate model that is consistent with strength and microstructure data. In fact, it is well known that solutes and various types of defects interact and cluster together, including vacancy-solute clusters [75] and dislocation-solute clusters [76, 77] , leading to a reduction of overall grain-boundary Gibbs free energy and a stabilization of ultrafine-grained microstructures [8, [36] [37] [38] . Thus this model modification is justifiable and required.
The interaction between dislocations and solute can be described by thermodynamic models, incorporating enthalpy and entropy terms [20, 24] . In line with this, in our strength model modification we introduced a new parameter, ΔH A-B-dis , which for the present alloy was determined by fitting to be 50±5 kJ/mole. (At present we are not considering the entropy related to this interaction; it is thought that at room temperature this effect is negligible.) This ΔH Cu-Mg-dis accounts for the different fractions of Cu-Mg clusters in Al matrix, solute atoms segregated to dislocations and Cu-Mg clusters segregated to dislocations. The proportions of each part may be adjustable, because the amount of atoms/clusters segregated to dislocations or grain boundaries can be different between HPT samples subjected to different rotations (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 ). We avoid focusing on the proportion of ΔH Cu-Mg-dis correlated to the various types of solute-defect interactions and clustering, and instead adjust ΔH Cu-Mg-dis to obtain a single averaged ΔH Cu-Mg-dis (see also [75] [76] [77] and [36] [37] [38] ). Fig. 11 shows this works well providing the HPT is conducted for one rotation or more. Apparently the one rotation of HPT is sufficient to reach conditions in which relative proportions of the different solutedefect interactions and their contribution to ΔH Cu-Mg-dis are stationary on further deformation.
We believe that the reduced strength at very low deformations (less than 1 HPT turn) is due to the mobility of solute atoms (which is enhanced by deformation induced vacancy generation) and the movement of dislocations being too limited to form substantial dislocation-cluster complexes.
The ΔH Cu-Mg-dis value of 50 kJ/mole is larger than an enthalpy determined from the 5 5 1 and 6 6 1 supercell calculation in a GPB structure [78] , suggesting that the Cu-Mg-defect cluster complexes are quite stable. In fact with this value of ΔH Cu-Mg-dis , the defect-cluster complexes in the SPD materials can be more stable than some of the intermediate precipitates,
and the solute atoms captured in the cluster-defect complexes will not transform to GPB zones or intermediate precipitates on ageing, unless changes elsewhere in the material (away from the cluster-defect complexes) changes this local situation. On continuous heating these cluster-defect complexes would be more stable than the co-clusters present in solution treated and aged Al-Cu-Mg alloys. To validate this we performed differential scanning calorimetry on the HPT processed alloys at heating rate 10 °C/min. This confirmed that whilst for similar Al-Cu-Mg alloys in solution treated and room temperature aged condition a strong endothermic effect due to co-cluster dissolution occurs from about 140 °C with an endothermic maximum at 220 °C [47] , the present (solution treated, RT aged, HPT processed and subsequently RT aged) samples no endothermic effect is detected in this temperature
range. The present analysis of cluster-defect complexes suggests that only dislocation movement and annihilation at elevated temperature and/or the formation of stable phases would be able to cause the dissolution of these cluster-defect complexes.
Our understanding of cluster segregation to grain boundaries and dislocations rests on APT data and the statistical analysis of that data. When APT is performed on the ultrafine-grained
Al-Cu-Mg alloy, a wide range of cluster types and compositions (Table 1) are generally detected, which may seem at variance with the present model. However, the APT data is based on statistical analysis of the locations of atoms that are detected at a detection rate of about 50~55% [24, 26] , and hence many of the the two-atom or four-atom types (based on A-B dimers) that are illustrated in Fig.1(a) cluster compositions [24] . The APT data does confirm that the Cu:Mg ratio of atoms in the cluster is very close to unity, which is consistent with the model.
Conclusions
A physically-based strengthening model for ternary and higher order work hardened alloys is presented. It includes short-range order and modulus hardening due to clusters, and strengthening due to dissolved atoms, grain boundaries and dislocations. In a further expansion it also takes account of complex solute-defect clusters through the definition of an averaged enthalpy of formation of the solute-defect clusters, ΔH A-B-dis .
The model is applied to estimate the strength of an Al-Cu-Mg alloy after high pressure torsion. The expanded model fits very well to the strength data obtained for the Al-Cu-Mg alloy subjected to different rotations of high pressure torsion. The analysis indicates:
-APT shows that both before and after HPT the alloy contains a high density of clusters, which are predominantly of the Cu-Mg co-cluster type. The model indicates that short range order due to these clusters is the dominant strengthening mechanism. The interactions between dislocations and Cu-Mg clusters leading to complex solute-defect clusters further increase the strength and reduce the free energy of Al matrix.
-Through fitting ΔH Cu-Mg-dis is determined to be 50±5 kJ/mole, which suggests the solutedefect clusters are more stable than some of the intermediate precipitates such as GPB zones.
-XRD line broadening analysis reveals the increase in dislocation density in the HPT processed samples. This provides a significant strengthening (about 10% of the strength of HPT processed samples).
-XRD line broadening analysis indicates HPT produces a refinement of domain size to ~50
nm for HPT processing of 1 to 16 turns. TEM shows the grain size is about 3 times the domain size. The grain size strengthening is the 3 rd most potent strengthening mechanism in these HPT processed ternary Al-Cu-Mg alloys. Rietveld full pattern refinement Al-4.3Cu-1.5Mg(-0.08Si) wt.%
5r-HPT, P=6GPa
Rietveld full pattern refinement (▲) and for clusters being associated with defects providing an enhanced strengthening effect (). Also plotted are the two main strengthening effects in the HPT processed materials due to cluster-defect complexes (M cl ) and strengthening due to dislocations (M d ).
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